FLOW
STATE
Riding the irresistible rhythms
of Palau
By Amanda Castleman

Hundreds of red snappers swirl like a
galaxy, thick enough to block the sunlight.
For only three days each year, they gather
in this fathomless deep to spawn during a
full winter moon. I arc away from the reef,
spindling towards the great ball of fish,
enthralled.

The Peleliu Express, one of the world's
premiere drift dives, sometimes cranks

Buffalo stampeding. Locusts swarming.

over four knots, real "hold-your-mask"

My mind fumbles for a sense of scale. But

territory. Today it's slow as a sea turtle

three decades of modern life haven’t

roused from a nap, maybe managing a

prepared me for this mass of wildlife. Even

knot or two. Still, we skim past the wall,

the frenetic salmon runs of my native

which is covered in golden tube corals and

Northwest don't rival these snapper

giant sea fans. The fast water attracts

freewheeling against the deep: a big blue

pelagics: tuna, barracudas and giant

that stretches 600 miles northeast to the

trevallies. Sometimes whale sharks even

Mariana Trench. Palau — not for the last

draw close here, as might a migrating pod

time — is redefining how I view my place in

of orcas. I scan for these superstars out of

nature. But something I can’t resist rips

habit, because, really, right now I only

me from the epiphany.

have eyes for the snappers. Mandy
Etpison — author of five books on Palau

"Tap, tap," my buddy pings his tank. The

and a manager at Neco Marine, a PADI

current has captured us.

Gold Palm IDC — has told me they find
strength in numbers: "They fight back,

they mob groupers or sharks who mess

shark pups, flirting mandarin fish and sea

with them." I desperately want to see a

horses sheltering in grass beds. Deep in a

bunch of two-foot fish whip a seven-foot

mile-long lake, our six-strong group

predator. But the only shark that

watches a juvenile eagle ray — sugar-white

approaches the snapper ball loses his

spots on its chocolate back — swerve

nerve and wanders off on a diagonal, like a

among the mangrove roots. We float over

shy boy at a junior high school dance.

the shifting shadows of WWII wrecks, and
then climb up to ruined WWII pillboxes,

I long to linger, marveling at this rare

where roots snarl around old sake and

phenomenon, hoping that a bolder

beer bottles. (Japanese soldiers saved

predator will appear. But I can't fight the

these to make Molotov cocktails, after the

current. So I turn and ride it, bouncing

Battle of Midway left them with much

along on the turbulent upwellings. After

aviation fuel and no airplanes.) At sunset

all, why exhaust yourself battling

each night, we beach the boats and pop up

upstream? Especially in a place where

the tents among the 343 Rock Islands

everything is flowing?

(Chalbacheb), often — by special permit —
in areas accessible only to locals.

Some of these lumpen landmasses are
upraised limestone, heaved high by
tectonic fender-benders. But others grew
from the earth’s crust floating over
hotspots. The magma extruded one
volcanic nubbin, then, as the surface layer
The marvels of the moon

rotated, another and another, until they

Erosion at the waterline forms shady half-

daisy chained into an archipelago. Corals

pipes where our kayaks skim, low and fast.

massed around the cones, eventually

On an unsupported wilderness expedition

creating reefs that condensed into

with Paddling Palau, I have plenty of time

limestone. Mainly those rings remain

to hone such chops. More importantly, I

today, as most volcanolets resubmerged

can immerse myself in the scenery the

under their own weight. Thus these islets

dive boats rush past. Our closed-shell

are basically stone pedestals, each topped

kayaks carry us through tidal tunnels and

with a froth of jungle: Imagine Chia Pets

across surf breaks. We visit giant clams,

balanced on cake stands.

Snorkeling at their bases, I start to identify

pressure wave passes through the

coral DMZs, the scarlike swathes between

limestone. Eventually the pores get bigger

rival colonies, which spar with stinging

and bigger, until they form tunnels. Then

tentacles. I’m instructed in a local method

those collapse, creating bays. I call it lunar

of fishing with just the evergreen Sea

erosion. And it’s happening over

Poison Tree (crushed and sprinkled on the

thousands of years, not millions.”

water, its leaves stun critters without
toxifying their flesh). And most

This entire landscape, I realize, is flowing

importantly, I learn something about this

— from the slow dissolution of rock to the

landscape that sheds light on Palau’s

great scythes of current that draw the big

incredible, infectious sense of calm: Lunar

pelagics, especially sharks. For these

erosion.

animals, which must pass water over their
gills to breathe, Palau is an oxygen spa.

As Paddling Palau’s founder, marine

Rather than swimming endlessly, they can

biologist Ron Leidich, explains: “Rainwater

mooch along the reef, bathed in air-rich

percolates through limestone, eroding it.

waters.

When sea levels rose 50 feet after the last
glaciation, low pockets became saltwater

Even the top predators are chilled out

lakes.”

around here.

Jellyfish Lake is, of course, the most

Riding the pelagic express

famous example. Safe inside its limestone

The best way for divers to watch

citadel, the resident Mastigias jellies had

lollygagging sharks is to clip into the

no predators, hence no need to sting. In a

action with a reef hook. A carabineer

swift evolutionary shrug, sometime during

tethers your BC to a parachute cord,

the last 12,000 years, they largely

anchored under, say, a rock by a J-shaped

discarded the ability. Today snorkelers

curve of metal. Blast the inflator and,

can float unscathed among their pulsing,

presto, you’re bobbing above the delicate

bubblegummy bodies: One of Palau’s —

corals like a balloon, defying the current

maybe the world’s — more singular

without effort. This Palauan invention is so

experiences.

simple, so ingenuous. It's astounding that
cultures worldwide didn't stumble on the

“Even that deeply landlocked lake,” Ron

solution, the way most figured out how to

says, “rises and falls with the tide. A

domesticate herds and ferment hangover-

inducing concoctions.

pivot me into position — a sweet spot on
the vertiginous ledge, staring out towards

Blue Corner remains the premier site for

the Philippine Sea. And there I hang, head

such stunts, just 150 feet south of the

whiplashing to take in all the early morning

famous Blue Holes, where four portals

shark action. Black tips, white tips, grey

shaft El Greco light into a deep cavern.

reefs: They muscle past in great sweeps,

Both descents number among the planet’s

sometimes framed by a quiver of

best, but it’s the Corner I return to again

barracuda.

and again, diving with all Palau’s PADIfive-star heavyweights: Neco Marine,
Sam’s Tours and the OceanHunter I liveaboard (part of the Fish ‘n Fins dive world).
Yet I am with Carp Island — a small,
chilled-out resort and PADI rating TK —
when everything clicks.

Dropping, I sink low, instead of hovering
obediently close to the Japanese guide.
Saki wears pink fins and carries a Hello
Kitty slate. Her thick, waist-length pigtails
swirl in the sea, a vision downright angelic
at times. But she has some collie instincts
— herd, herd tightly — that clash with my
North American sense of personal space.
On the group's fringe, I nose among oldgrowth coral, rocketing close to the reef,
then swerving out to barrel roll like a
dolphin. Even after Saki rounds us all up,
finning towards the Blue Corner, the grace
continues. We follow schooling jack away

The sensation of being watched suddenly
flares my nerves. I peek over my left
shoulder, surprised by a seven-foot
Napoleon wrasse, its huge hump head and
acid-trippy patterns evoking the Magic
Bus. The fish drifts closer and closer, its
golf-ball-size eye boring into mine. Just
before impact, it veers. I sigh and stretch
my tensed neck muscles. That’s when I
realize two black-tip sharks lounge nary a
foot away to the right, their overbites
almost on my shoulder.

from the wall, then curve back towards it:
the outgoing tide boosts us high over the
plateau. Minutely adjusting my breath, I
anchor my reef hook, then let the current

I burst from the water, giddy from the
groove of it all. Palau has thrust me into
what athletes dub “the zone.” The
concept’s strongest advocate,

psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi,

volunteer archaeologists undertake

explains flow as “the state of mind when

month-long expeditions annually to find

consciousness is harmoniously ordered,

WWII aircraft missing in action (MIA).

and [people] want to pursue whatever

Since 1993, the team has identified 26

they are doing for its own sake.” Like a

American and 23 Japanese sunken planes

climber possessed by a route or a

in Palau. Its members receive just one coin

mathematician lost in a proof, I’d reached

in payment — a disk embossed with the

that timeless realm where skill and

classic lines from Laurence Binyon’s poem

challenge counterbalance perfectly,

For The Fallen: “At the going down of the

blocking out the monkey-mind chatter of

sun and in the morning, we will remember

daily life to leave only the moment.

them.” If challenged, each must produce
this symbol of their elite membership, or

Palau, I realize, induces this to an unusual

buy a round of drinks.

degree. In fact, sometimes the whole
landscape seems to be in a perpetual flow

The crew’s most dramatic find to date is a

state, surfing a tide of grace, abundance

B-24 bomber, shot down in September

and strange, opportune coincidences. This

1944. For more than 60 years, Tommy

archipelago is the sort of place where

Doyle had wondered if his father

natural enemies — jacks, moray eels,

abandoned the family, simply drifted to a

Napoleon wrasse, giant trevally and white-

fresh start after the war. BentProp not

tip reef sharks — hunt together. And it’s

only identified the wreckage underwater,

where divers recover an old anchor to

but helped newly certified Tommy dive the

decorate a bar and thus discover a long-

crash site to say goodbye. The 2007

lost WWII fighter.

documentary The Last Flight Home covers
his descent to the plane’s tail, the closest

Answers in the wreckage

he could get to where Navy divers

Witnesses thought the Corsair smashed

recovered his father’s almost-intact

into a hillside near Malakal, the

skeleton, a wedding ring still girding his

commercial harbor. For three years,

finger.

researchers from the BentProp Project
combed the jungled ridge, unaware the

BentProp hunted 10 years for that lost

plane had deflected into the waters below.

bomber. But its discovery relied as much
on grace as the group’s considerable

Led by Doctor Pat Scannon, these

talent. Rumors led team member Joe

Maldangesang to a reclusive

The BentProppers don’t have an easy task

spearfisherman, who'd spotted debris

either. They spend long days trolling side-

while free diving a coral head.

scan sonar units, hacking through thick
vegetation, wallowing in mud pierced by

“The next day, we followed what he tell

mangrove roots and climbing cruel

us,” the Palauan says in his regional

limestone cliffs. But, as Joe explains, the

accent. “We lucky. Anchored the boat over

pay-off’s worthwhile. “These MIAs, they

the wreck.”

were young, but they sacrificed their lives
for the world we live in today. That’s why I

Joe, a captain and guide for Neco Marine,

spend so much of my time for them.”

is the only local purposefully searching for
WWII aircraft. His approach, I learn,

The team has located eight sites, which

requires a certain amount of flow,

could be associated with up to 19 of the

especially when coaxing tales from Palau's

100 American servicemen suspected to

elders. “All the wreck stuff we find, we get

rest within Palau's barrier reef. Should

information from local people. They know,

BentProp members ever run out of

but they don’t want to talk about it. They

missions, however, they could easily turn

want to leave it behind.

their lost-airplane expertise to shipwrecks.
In March 1944, the U.S. Navy sunk more

“You have to find the appropriate

than 60 Japanese vessels and seaplanes

moment, the good mood,” Joe reflects.

here. This "lost fleet of the Rock Islands"

“You ask them to go back to a younger

rivals the famous destruction in Chuuk,

time, a frightening time. Sometimes they

another Micronesian highlight. Today

hold their heads … it’s hard to bring back

divers can fin along sea whips on the bow

memories.”

of the Bichu Maru or peer into the galley,
still stocked with stoves and a rice kettle.
The Iro, an oiler, remains the archipelago's
most popular wreck. Damaged by a
submarine, it sunk upright, guns still
mounted on deck. Palau dive pioneers Dan
Bailey and Klaus Lindemann pinpointed
many of these sites during the 70s. And
rumors still abound of more, like the lost
hospital ship loaded with gold bullion that

sailed off the radar and into legend.

they have dissolved themselves in tasks
for the sheer sake of doing. Clearly, these

Normally, Palau is all about big viz, big

people live closer to the flow — not just the

pelagics and big, epic wide-screen drifts.

currents and rainfall and lunar pulse — but

But wreck diving is becoming more and

that enviable state, when the mind is alert

more popular. From the Oceanhunter

and yet fully occupied.

liveaboard, I descend to the Helmet
Wreck, an unnamed Japanese vessel just
outside Koror. Despite silty conditions, I
peer close enough inside the cargo ship to
nose out impressive artifacts: gas masks,
ammunition boxes and even a stack
of army helmets, rusting into a torpedoshaped clump.

It's hard not to wonder what else lies
beneath the brilliant blue.

Swept up in the flow
Palau, quite simply, has mojo. Things
happen here, strange ebbs of fate and
beauty. Some of it’s due to the
superabundance, I’m sure. The
archipelago sits at the nexus of three
mighty currents, a condition that spawns
close to 1,500 fish species and makes this
area an Underwater Wonder of the World.
In such a balmy cornucopia, humans have
existed in a state of “subsistence
affluence." Harvesting, or producing, a lot
of stuff never won kudos here: Any fool
could do it. And so Palauns turned their
attention to art, politics and exploration.
From basket weaving to wood carving,

As we tour the island, Malahi, a local guide
for Sam's Tours, confirms the importance
of tradition and community here, and
details the efforts made to preserve these
commodities in a time of cyberspace.
She's passionate and I soon find myself
nodding along. Yes! Maybe we all need
more potlucks and taro patches.

But it's a chance comment that sticks with
me longest. "When the kids in the village
are bad, their parents make them stay
inside and watch TV," she notes, as we
watch school-uniformed moppets race
across a field. "They will be crying. They
want to play in the jungle and waters, to
run on the reef and catch crabs."

That brings me back to memories of my

journey: The manta ray that soared and

When to go: Anytime, but crowds

looped, taking big ecstatic gulps of

intensify during the Chinese New Year,

plankton; the moon rising fat over the

and Japan’s Golden Week (late April –

lagoon, its tides resculpting the Rock

early May) and Obon (mid-August).

Islands; and blurring past dense nebulas of
spawning snappers, caught in the

2) Must Do

determined current of the Peleliu Express.

Soar high above the stunning Rock Islands
with Palau Helicopter: Pilot Matt will

And then I understand why all of Palau's

remove the doors for avid photographers.

swept up in the flow state. The big blue,

You may even spot manta rays or dugong:

the Rock Islands, the whole landscape

Micronesia's "sea cows."

speeds the pulse and slows the mind. And
for a few shining moments, it allowed me

3) Must Dives

also to play with unconscious grace – in

Blue Holes: Four holes shaft light into

the moment – as quick and sure as a fish

the vast cavern, as you descend past lacy

in a bait ball.

hydroids to exits at 66 or 132ft.

Blue Corner: At Palau's superstar site,
sharks sweep among divers reef-hooked
onto a drop-off.

Ulong Channel: Another fast-paced
descent, it's home to barracuda, dogtooth
tuna and schooling spadefish, plus rare
lettuce corals and giant clams.
DESTINATION PRIMER
Average water temperature: 84°F.

Peleliu Express: Advanced divers can
coast on thrilling currents, often over four

What to wear: dive-skin or 3mm fullsuit

knots, among the pelagics, including

for protection against corals and hydroids.

occasional whale sharks.

Average viz: 100ft.

Jellyfish Lake: Only snorkeling's
permitted in this Palau icon, which cradles

millions of non-stinging jellies unique to

Aquarium, part of the renowned Palau's

this brackish marine ecosystem.

International Coral Reef Center. Sip
a cocktail overlooking Malakal’s harbor at

4) Must Have

the Palau Royal Resort’s elegant Breeze

A storyboard. These bas-relief sculptures

Beach Bar or grab some local Red

are painted or lightly polished wood

Rooster microbrew at Kramer’s Café,

pieces, depicting local legends. Usually

The Drop Off at Neco Marine or Bottom

rectangular, they sometimes echo shapes

Time at Sam’s Tours. Another favorite

of marine life here, like fish, turtles and

"sundowner" stop is the bar at Palau

mantas. The best outlets are Tebang

Pacific Resort (PPR). For $25, non-

Wood Carving Shop and the prison's two-

residents can also play in the pool and on

room gallery.

the beach, the only one in Koror. The best
place for military buffs is the southern

5) Deco-Stops

island of Peleliu, where you can explore

Kayak and explore secret coral gardens

the memorials (Japanese and American),

with Planet Blue or Paddling Palau.

the World War II Memorial Museum

Snorkel in Mandarinfish Lake as the

and sites, including the Thousand Man

psychedelic-patterned dragonets flit

Cave, with Peleliu Adventures.

among staghorn corals in the ice-clear
waters of an outgoing tide. The new 52mile Babeldaob Highway makes
exploring the big island much easier. Hike
1.5 miles along an old Japanese railway
route to Ngardmau Falls (wear sturdy
shoes to ford streams and navigate the
often muddy track). Here a river cascades
80 feet into a swimming hole – perfect for
a cool-down dip. Hire a local guide such as
Sam's Tours and the visit the bais
(traditional meeting houses) and the 37
stone monoliths of Badrulchau in
northern Babeldaob. Discover more about
Palau at the Belau National Museum;
the newer Etpison Museum; and the

